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convince him if he returned with a success to confirm it. He
carefully misrepresented the situation in the party and his leader's
reactions to it, a misrepresentation that was pardonable because
no one yet knew what final form these reactions would take. But
Schleicher who had his own means of checking information and
who knew his ambition., could not but see that he was sincere,
and underneath the phrases catch the fear lest evidence of success
in the shape of a cabinet victory of some sort would come too
late to prevent the party from realizing the extent to which it
was failing to win. Nor was Schleicher too critical of his visitor,
He could use him admirably to defeat Papcn. The latter had
ruined the policy of harnessing National Socialism; Strasser's
bid for a cabinet seat enabled Schleicher to pose as the man who
found the way at the last moment to create the national front,
or if not the national front at least a national front,, and also to
show that its creation was conditional on the exclusion of Papon
from the resulting cabinet.
The only difficulty was that there still remained the problem
of the chancellor. Schleicher was, as we know,, not without am-
bition, but he really did not want the chancellorship. He much
preferred^ as responsible head of the army., to be a power behind
the scenes, and he knew that a Schleicher chancellorship would
be interpreted as, and would in a sense be, a military dictatorship.
Some of his military colleagues, all of whom distrusted Papen
for old times' sake, with unexpected insight into the future saw
conditions arising that would make a military rule inevitable in
some form or another and they urged Schleicher to accept respon-
sibility now. He was half convinced, was already beginning his
agile weaving of webs, but he still hesitated. Kaas investigated
at the President's request the possibilities of Reichstag support
for a presidial cabinet headed by a Centrist, but had to report
failure. Strasser's rivals in the party, scenting the possible con-
spiracy and fearing its outcome, took the chance to rouse the sus-
picion of the Leader and an ominous article appeared in the party
organ, declaring that the party would not tolerate a Schleicher
cabinet. The President turned to Papen once again, but that
nobleman spared Schleicher the effort to prove once again that

